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ICONIC
Making Images that Make a Difference in your Campaign



A bunch of screen grabs of scrolling through a facebook feed, twitter feed, etc. (if 
not a video)…fill the slide up



HOW WE SEE 

Visual Meaning Making



How it looked here:



How it looked here:
How it looked here.



“U.S. Marines did not stage 
the toppling of Saddam 
Hussein's statue in 2003 for 
the media's benefit. But they 
recognized – and nudged 
along– the camera-friendly 
moment in Baghdad's Firdos 
Square. The press lapped it 
up, amplified it, and wound 
up broadcasting the iconic 
(and deeply misleading) 
footage around the planet.”

How it looked in 2011…



· Images act to better refine messages

· Images are part of creating social 
  culture, e.g. emblematic of social 
  beliefs, practices, behavior

· Images have attributes like size, scale, 
  layout, negative space, perspective;
  like light, shadows and highlights, 
  color and tone; which functionally 
  creates moods and affects legibility; 
  all of which (not just good cropping) 
  contribute to meaning

· Images that are iconic and/or show a 
  clear narrative are more likely to earn 
  press and media coverage, social 
  media support, reach beyond our own 
  and known network, create greater 
  visibility for our causes, etc.

What we can learn from it now







EYELINE





Visual literacy is the ability to interpret, negotiate, 
and make meaning from information presented in 
the form of an image



Visual literacy is the ability to interpret, negotiate, 
and make meaning from information presented in 
the form of an image

The efficacy of the imagery we create is the visuals’ 
ability to produce a desired or intended result



HOW WE SEE 

Purpose and Power





· In 1968, after two men were 
  crushed in a garbage truck, more 
  than 1,300 Memphis sanitation 
  workers went on strike 50 years 
  ago to protest abysmal wages and 
  working conditions

· Jerry Wurf, the national president 
  of the AFSCME, considered the 
  Memphis sanitation workers’ 
  protest more than a strike; it 
  became a social struggle

· The labor movement and the 
  civil rights movement came 
  together to demand basic rights 
  and respect for all working men 
  and women





A perfect example of the starkness of the 
message supported and amplified by the 
starkness of the design







“…Don’t just think about the subject matter; 

think also about, and in fact, primarily about, 

the job that your content is doing for the 

reader or the viewer. ”

—Dao Nguyen
BuzzFeed’s Publisher 

Source: https://kottke.org/19/04/cultural-cartography



Let’s look at these graphics



Let’s look at this photo



Let’s look at Organize 2.0—
Help us!

www.facebook.com/organizing20



HOW WE SAY 

( Through what we make for people to see )











Iconic Imagery & Playing Field 
Takeaways / Considerations 

Your Imagery Is An Ecosystem 
An entire “community” of interacting visual representations and their physical environment



Iconic Imagery & Playing Field 
Takeaways / Considerations 

The Ecosystem Is Broad & Distributed 
Many different environments contribute to (and interplay) in the ecosystem: 

physical events and actions, digital environments and social platforms, 
our physical spaces (like like an office or, booth), other spaces where our imagery, 

artifacts and materials are present 



Iconic Imagery & Playing Field 
Takeaways / Considerations 

Touch-Points 
Artifacts like photos, physical objects like flyers, placards, wearables like patches and 

t-shirts, the shareables we design & illustrate, as well as the pages we populate, 
moderate and manage, the partners’ whose content we promote over our channels, 
the posts we make, are all TOUCH-POINTS — Ways that a person may encounter a 

campaign or organization, that might alter how they feel about the organization, 
coalition or campaign



Iconic Imagery & Playing Field 
Takeaways / Considerations 

Presence 
The culmination of your imagery, imagery ecosystem, touch-points and 

the experiences people have of them, all contribute to the development and 
establishment of your online presence, media presence, etc. 



Iconic Imagery & Playing Field 
Takeaways / Considerations 

Culture 
Images act to better refine messages. And, the images we make through 

photography, graphic design and illustration are part of creating social culture, e.g. 
are emblematic of social beliefs, values, practices, behavior

Be aware and attentive to the cultural imagery of your audiences… including the 
shows people watch, clothes they wear, music they listen to



“ Organizing is leadership that enables people to 

turn the resources they have into the power they 

need to make the change they want. ”

—A Definition of Organizing 
Source: Shea Sinnott and Peter Gibbs (2014), Organizing: People, Power, Change*

* https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/themes/52e6e37401925b6f9f000002/attachments/original/1423171411/Organizers_Handbook.pdf?1423171411



HOW WE DO
Practical Tips & Advice 



with your
home-team or 

staff



with external 
talent you hire & 
collaborate with



Photography
Practical Tips & Advice 



Art / Illustration
Practical Tips & Advice 



Graphic Design
Practical Tips & Advice 
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